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“Signals” a 
cookieless solution 
that delivers a 
competitive 
advantage!  
Futureproof your digital marketing 

Background to the changing face of digital advertising

Data Privacy and consent in Digital Marketing operates at both a 
regional level in terms of privacy laws but also at a global level as tech 
giants such as Apple, Google, Mozilla, and others have globalized the 
discussion on data and consent by introducing blanket Privacy releases 
to their browsers. To futureproof clients digital marketing activity, we 
have developed the ability to run programmatic campaigns without the 
use of cookies. 

Apple and other software companies employ technology to prevent 
advertisers from tracking users on IOS devices. This has a dramatic 
impact for advertisers trying to target and track the performance of their 
paid media campaigns. Especially as Apple devices belong to more 
affluent consumers. 

Google have also made a move on this front with their Chrome browser. 
The countdown is now on as Google has announced it will block third 
party cookies on the browser in 2024. The end of Third-Party tracking 
cookies means Advertisers will no longer be able to target audiences at 
an individual level and measuring campaign performance will be done at 
a probabilistic level rather than a 1:1 level.

If organization’s do not prepare for these unprecedented changes, they 
will lose market share and be unable to effectively measure the 
performance of their digital marketing investments.         
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Introducing “Signals” a futureproof cookieless solution for
Advertisers

Figure 1 demonstrates how non-pii variables are used to refine audience 
targeting without the use of tracking cookies. Rather than traditional 
1:2:1 targeting, “Signals” creates 1:2: few targeting, which means 
individuals will not be constantly tracked around the internet.

This technology has allowed us to develop a unique solution to target 
devices in a cookie-less way. We now use Signals as a regular part of the 
media mix for clients. The results to date have seen Signals audiences 
outperform “In-platform” audiences by 40% to 50%! Crucially it has 
allowed us to target audiences across both Safari/IOS and Firefox and 
provide clients with a competitive advantage. 

Signals is based on the idea of utilizing modelling techniques and a 
whole host of non-PII variables such as Geo, Device information, 
Temporal, Situation, Language, Contextual, Keywords to create 
cookieless audiences that have a greater probability of converting than 
the generic audiences available within Ad-tech platforms such as Google 
and Facebook.    
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Technical set-up

A snippet of JavaScript is placed within a container tag on a client’s
site. The JavaScript allows non-pii “online” signals to be gathered
from website pages visited. These signals are collated and used to
generate insights as described above.

Independent Reporting

While cookies are not used to build, target or track audiences, it is
still possible to provide campaign reports by asking clients to place
Ad-server pixels on their site. One will be a landing page pixel, the
other a “conversion” page pixel. When these pixels fire they will
register with the Ad-tech platform, associate these pixel fires with
the Signals campaign and generate a report.

Why Use Signals?

If companies rely solely on the “Walled Garden” audiences of
Google and Facebook they will not achieve a competitive
advantage.

Signals provides additional insights in to how to set in-platform
bidding strategies and improve campaign performance.

In-Platform algorithms are designed to find prospects that “look-
like” customers that have converted from paid media campaigns.
When tracking is blocked the in-platform algorithms ignore users on
Apple devices. This creates a black hole where affluent Apple users
are not selected for targeting.

Testing cookieless solutions now is imperative as campaign reports
can still be generated to measure performance on at least some
users where independent third-party pixels are still available (e.g.,
floodlight tags). For now, this provides marketers with reports which
provide a view of performance. In the future, reporting will be
greatly reduced, and different methods will be required.
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Results 
The data below provide the results of three digital campaigns where 
Google audiences were tested against signals audiences. Signals 
outperformed Google in-platform audiences every time, providing these 
clients with a competitive advantage over the market.  

Young Fashion Brand

• Results - Dec 2021 to Jan 2022 
• Signals performed 37% better than the average prospecting 

performance based on CPA  
• Signals outperformed Google Audiences significantly – ROAS is 7 

times higher 
• 2Share In-market audiences significantly outperform all other 

audiences (cookie based) 
• 29% of Prospecting spend is currently Signals based 

Homeware Multi-channel retailer

• Results based on Dec 2021 and Jan 2022 data only 
• CPA for Signals is second best performing prospecting strategy –

2Share audiences are only better strategy
• Signals are significantly outperforming Google audiences 
• 33% of prospecting spend is being spent on Signals strategies 
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